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Summary 

At the natural bunchlenqth the sinqle bunch cur- 
rents in PETRA are limited by sateliite resonances 
and a new vertical instability4 , which causes a 
vertical blow-up of a Darticle bunch if the sinqle 
bunch current reaches the threshold value of that 
instability. The "?ETRA instability" was exolained 
in terms of head-tail mode couplinqaand accordinq 
to this model the vertical blow-up was cured by 
bunchlengtheninq chanqinq the lonqitudinal danpino 
oartition. The disadvantage of this kind of bunch- 
lenqtheninq is the increase of enerqy spread leading 
to a reduction of quantum life time durinq energy 
ramping. The satellite resonances are avoided by a 
careful steerino of the lonqitudinal and transverse 
tunes. A more effective method of bunch lcnqthening 
is the use of a higher harmonic rf system. Such a 
system was installed in PETRA. Hith the higher har- 
monic rf system the threshold current of the verti- 
cal "PETRR instability" could be increased from 3 mA 
(natural bunchlcnqth) to 15 mA (with hiqher harmonic 
rf system). Besides bunchlenqtheninq the higher har- 
monic system leads to a considerable reduction of 
satellite effects in the range of normal PETRA 
tunes. 

Basic considerations ~- 

The dynamics of a double rf system is described 
in qreat detail in ref. 3. Followinq this analysis 
we oresent tiln determination of the relevant oarame- 
ters for PETRA. 
The hioier harmonic t-f system of PETRA was installed 
in the west of the rinq, where S seven-cell 1 GYz 
cavities provided a oeak voltaqe of 5 MV on the 
second harmonic with resoect to the fundamental 500 
rf system. The arailable rf power input was about 
200 k'//. 
Fiqure 1 shows the voltaqe of the fundamental rf 
system Ua-ag as a function of the chase angle y of 
the oassinn bunch: 7.&- is the "oarticle voltaqe" de- 
fined by the synchrotron radiatibn loss and the 
hiqher order mode losses; 9A denotes the equilibrium 
phase anqle. 

I us00 

Fio. 1 

phase focussinq by the fundamental rf system 

The synchrotron motion qoverned by the f!lndamental 
rf system is described by a differential equation 
for :y, 

q +$yE~“[b&j- A$ 1-O (A) 
SOD 

where we defined 

; r 
SO0 oeak voltaoe of the 5CO-MHz system 

& ; momentum comoaction factor 
Go 3 circular revolution frequency 

h 2 harmonic number 
E2 equilibriwm oarticle energy 

The small-am?itude synchrotron frequencv of !l) is 

a= =Usoo~ Wo2R 
5 Z-rr E/e GY3 I-5, (21 

The Hamilton function ,of equ. (1) reads: 

with 
V(Y)= ii 

and 
so0 * f&R [- m upu-fj 
2T E/e 

(39) 

v-= UT/G you 
It is convenient to introduce 

so that 'we can write 

se +ft 2w-f) 
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with the "potential" 

UP-u=-Gwj --UT 6 b) 

and the "force" 

FE> = ‘3hy -u (SC ) 
The maximum value ofX is defined by the maximum 
value of the enerqy spread, i.e. by the maximum 
value of 

? 
which we call h 

7 

The higher harmonic rf system -- -- 

The hiqher harmonic rf system can now be Simply 
introduced by modifvinq the force F: 

a”d.4 is,= p- Pa) 

FP-94) =bMcg -l.J 

(6 ) 

- 8 /?~b-ytU3, ) 

with the corrzsoondinq potential 

u(y)=-c4ncg -v4- ~ ~b-vw~) 0) 
Here/M. denotes the harmonic member with resnect to 
the fundamental system. 
For PETRA w2 have: n = 2. 
The factor k is the ratio of the oeak voltaoes of 
the two rf systems: 

(8) 
peak voltaqe of the h.h. rf system. 

The angle denotes the nhase anqle between the rf 
systems, which has to be properly adjusted. 

Determination of parameters - 

The parameters are determined by the condi- 
tion, that the bunchlenqth in the oresence of the 
h.h. rf system becomes a maximum. 
The conditions are: 

i equilibrium - :d(SJ = 0 (S) 

ii comoensation of the voltage 
gradient at the aquilibrium 
ooint : d'cy,, = 0 (4 h) 

iii svmnetry of the distribution : 'JJ,"(4') = 0 ----~ (cjc) 

The solution of the equations (9) leads to the fol- 
lo~inq narameters 

?I- 
&4.q =- (404 

5 n-n/JJ-l 

;= $ GYT '4, f kq 02 ys (409 

‘3, = d-m I+#+4 )-vi Cm) 
5 

i\ccordinq to (10) we find for PETRA 

;s,=&(+L~;,- 29, (44c 

In order to keeo the maximum bunchlenqth durinq cur- 
rent accumulation and enerqy ramping, the parameters 
have to be controlled accordnq to 
(11 h) and (11 c). 
Fig. 2 shows the suoerposition of the 500 MHz and 
the 1 GHz system 

hQ = 2Q, + Qpo 

Fig. 2 
superposition of the 500 Wz voltaqe 
and the 1 GHz voltaae 

It turns out, that the conditions for qradient com- 
pensation and for symmetry lead to acgO, which m 
fers from -29,. so that the voltage V..I~~~ does 
not oass throuqh zero at the bunch center positon. 
The deviation, however, is rather small at least at 
the injection energy, 
small. 

where the phase angle \s, is 

iiq. 3 shows the calculation of the potential 
for typical PETRR parameters at injection without 
(dashed line) and with the property adjusted h.h.r 
system (solid line) 

PETRA Parameters: 

E = 7GeV 

ii SO0 = AUhV 

6 4000 = S h\/ 
energy spread = 4L4g9 
u = 0. 4 

3, = 7.6 o 

'90 z -A4 so 
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Fi. yj, 3 

potential U(CS)for typical PETRA parameters 
The maximum bunch lenqthening factor R ty,rnes out to 
be 4.5. 

The experimental observations 
Operation aTihl,unctilenothenino - 

We started the observations at the injection energy 
of 7 GeV with the voltaqe parameters 

ii SO0 = nol-fv, ii4000 = snv 
for single bunch currents around 1 m.4. 

The synchrotron frequency was observed and minimized 
tuninq the anqleqQ,. This method served as a rouqh 

adjustmet of 9,. Glith help of the equipment used for 
the measurement of the PETRA bunchlength it was POS- 

the longitudinal charoe distribu- cible to display -_~~~ 
tion of a single-binch. 
A fine tuninq of 9, allowed to produce symmetrpc 

harge distributions and a small readjustment 

If '?,(40p0 we arrived at th <imum bunchlenqth. The 
L..-,.“..,,.A lnnnthnninn f,?r das in aqreement with 

C 3 bY 
C e ma: 

ov>rr "C" ,c,lyL~IL~nA~~-J .--tar \ 
tne value of fig. 3. 

AS exoected fro71 epu. 9 the chase adjustment is 
hiqhly sensitive as reqards symnletry and the ,aaximun 
bunchlenqth. 
3ecause of tiis sensitivity the lonq tiqe stability 
of the rf system makes a control systenl necessary, 
which automatically provides the correct 3djustqent 
of 
in t(e meantime such a corltrol system was developed 
cv s. P~tzol~i 4: 
The princiole of this system is siToie. 
If there is a d.?~~is- .+ion from the correct $',, (equ. 
llc), the lonoitudinal charae distribution becomes 
asymmetric. From this asvq'netry a siqnal is derived 
controllinq the ohase of the hiaher harmonic system. 
The control system has been checked and it l$!orked 
successfully leadinq t3 ii comoletely stable bunch 
snaoe. 

The vertical PETD,A instabilitv and 
T2iTe-l 1. ite resonances 

- 

One of the most excitinrl questions was the influence 
of the 1 GHz system on the sinqle Sunch currents. 

1. At the natural bunchlenqth the vertical 
"PETRA instabilitv" limits the sinol? bunc!i 
currerlts to 3 q.4 at 7 4eV . 

2. Runnino into a horizontal cr vertical satel- 
lite resonant? can lo?d to a reduction of 
the stably stored sinnle bunch current to 
1 mA only. 

3. Nth help of the optimally adjusted 1 Gliz 
system at the injection eneroy at 7 Ge!i, the 
sinqle bunch current was increased to 15 mA 
without any vertica! or horizontal b7;5w-E 
effects. 

4. Even at these hiah sinqle bunch currents no 
satellite effncts were observed within a 
wide ranne of vertical and transverse PETRA 
tunes. 

However, these conditions could only be reached by a 
continous optimization of the 1 Gliz ohase durinq 
injection, because at that ti'?e the 's, -control 
system was not yet available. Therefore an operation 
of the two rF systems with lonq time stability was 
not flossihle. 
An atteaot of enerqy rampinq with hiqh currpnts 
failed for the same reasons. 
High-current exoerim?nts inc!udinq the 1 Gliz ohaso 
control will ?e oerforllied as soon as oossible. 

Outlook 

Since the quantum life time of the beam is deter- 
mined by the voltaqe of the fundamental rf system, 
one has to increase the available 1 GHz oeak voltaqe 
in order to keeo the conditions (10) for maximum 
bunchlenqth at hiqher enerqies. 
In the meantime the 1 Ghz svstem has been further 
developed: 3 seven-cell and 16 six-cell cavities 
provide an 1 GHz peak voltaqe of 15 M'I at a power 
input of 600 kl4. This then allows optimal bunch 
lengtheninq conditions up to an energy of about 13 
GeV. 
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